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There are essential and inessential insanities

greetings, gentle reader 
(letter from an editor —p. obrecht)

9.11
(letter from the dean—d. levine)

this whole damn thing is wrong 
(commentary—t. sparkman)
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(commentary —p. obrecht)
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(b. miller)

we had a vice president?
(j. godden)

sports report
(n. vermaak)

what is the student review board?
(j. rankin)

new tutor series—ewen harrison 
(interview—j. godden)

(poetry —n. kraus 11. eastburn | m. stratil

The latter are solar in character, the former are 

linked to the moon. Inessential insanities are a 

brittle amalgamation of ambition, aggression, and 

pre-adolescent anxiety—garbage that should have 

been dumped long ago. Essential insanities are 

those impulses one instinctively senses are virtuous 

and correct, even though peers may regard them 

as coo coo... Poetry, the best of it, is lunar and 

is concerned with the essential insanities. 

Journalism is solar (there are numerous newspapers 

named ‘The Sun’, none called ‘The Moon’) and 

is devoted to the inessential.

—Tom Robbins, Still Life with Woodpecker

I e. ballentine | d. buyer)

late-night grocery stores
(prologue —a. perleberg)

stop looking at me swan! 
(music review—d. king)

oh, rwanda! notes on migrations 
(exhibit review—j. godden)

turning box cutters into plow-shares: part i—the challenge 
(commentary—j. crotty)

defending liberty 
(p. watts)

in the wake of bear invasion '01 
(e. graves)

volunteering for the santa fe symphony 
(e. hanlon)

the pursuit of truth and beauty: a subjective view of s&c 
(a. perleberg)

the world's leading supplier of biological weapons 
(b. hindley)
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° Greetings, Gentle Reader, and welcome. A 
word of warning: This is a different kind of issue 
than we normally produce. Being unaccustomed to 
devoting much space to issues whose scope 
stretches beyond our humble confines, we are, as 
many of you are, at a loss to know how to address 
recent events. Dean Levine, Tim Sparkman, Pam 
Watts, and I chime in. James Grotty, who is at the 
Annapolis campus this year, was kind enough to 
send his first-hand insights to us. We can only hope 
that we through our combined efforts cover the 
issues at hand insightfully and provocatively. We 
have tried our best to provide a thoughtful perspec-
tive, or at least to raise thoughtful questions. Surely 
the story is only beginning, and we invite our read-
ers to submit letters and editorials as things contin-
ue to unfold. We should not let the dialogue falter.

But life here in some ways continues the same 
as it ever was, and we have not neglected to 
address things on the home front. Anna Perleberg, 
part-time eroticism correspondant, reviews this 
year's incarnation of S&C and contributes the pro-
logue to a fiction in progress. Jess Godden con-
tributes the second in a series of new tutor inter-
views, a story on departing Vice-President Glick, 
and a review of a frighteningly appropriate photog-
raphy exhibit in town. Devin King reviews the new 
Bjork album. Natasha Vermaak brings us up to date 
on intramurals. Emily Graves wraps up the story on 
bear sightings.

I would like to mention a couple of things about 
the literary part of the paper, the now-implicit TAG. 

Literature in a newspaper may seem somewhat out 
of place to newer readers, so a bit of explanation is 
in order. St. John's used to produce a yearly literary 
magazine each spring, called TAG, which was sub-
sumed into The Moon last year; this, for lack of a 
better idea, resulted in our embarassingly uncre- 
ative hybrid name. The MoonTAG. We dropped the 
explicit TAG reference in the name this year, but we 
did not drop the literature. Our goal in combining the 
two was to provide a forum in which students (and 
tutors) might contribute work fresh from the pen, 
work in progress, or work that the internal critic 
might deem unworthy for a once-yearly compila-
tion. We hoped to facilitate an open exchange, a lit-
erary dialogue, that could perpetuate itself and 
spiral to new heights of literary infinity. So here you 
have it: the forum is available. The success of the 
venture is up to you.

Emily Graves reminded me that Tom Robbins 
once lamented the lack of poetry in our bright, shiny, 
right-angled, statistically significant world; we 
chose to quote him on the cover of this issue. By 
describing better than I can the nature of a news-
paper that considers itself as devoted to literature 
as it is to news, he has made our old name newly 
appropriate. •
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Poet Roger Weingorten, author of eight published volumes of poetry 
and editor of three poetry anthologies, will offer a poetry writing 
workshop for St. John's students this Winter.

Space in the worbhop is limited, and students interested 
in participating in the workshop are asked to submit 

copies of three poems by November 15.

Please submit poems that you would be interested in having workshoped 
in a small group of fellow-poets to either William Alba or David Carl 
before the November 15 deadline.

LECTURE AND CONCERT SCHEDULE 
St . John ’s  Colle ge  • Fal l  Semes ter  2001

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 5
Stephanie Nelson, Department 
of Classics, Boston University 
“ Virgil A e nr id’’
8:00 p.M. IN THE Grea t  Hall

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 12 
Long Weekend-No Lect ure Scheduled

Call x6926 for more information. Future workshops for 
St. John's writers are also being planned, so please make 

your interest known to one of the above tutors.
T TT
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FRIDAY, OCTOBER I9 
Conc ert

Yehudi Hanani—Cello, Peter Pesk—Piano 
8:00 p.M. IN THE Great  H.all



° What can one say? Events have transpired 
that challenge our capacity for a thoughtful re-
sponse. We are often at a loss for words, even for 
terms to describe what happened.

Regretfully, every new generation has experi-
ences—“defining moments,” some call them— 
that change its outlook fundamentally, that 
change its natural optimism and innocence to one 
that sees the world thereafter differently. For my 
generation, there was the assassination of Presi-
dent Kennedy, the Vietnam War and the Russian 
invasion of Eastern Europe. For yours, there is now 
9.11. Over the last ten years, terrorist attacks have 
for the most part been “over there” and on a much 
smaller scale. The events of 9.11 were not small by 
anyone’s measure and above all were “over here.” 
We are challenged by these events to think and 
speak thoughtfully and responsibly.

Aristotle says in the Ethics that the young do 
not make good students of political things. By 
young he means those who are immature in their 
development, not necessarily young in years. He 
says certain people lack the experience that would

9.11 • DAVID LEVINEIDEAN

enable them to understand action and its conse-
quences. And also because some are only in the 
process of becoming thoughtful, pathe (not logoi) 
still being sovereign. We all might see this lack of 
experience in our own reaction: confusion, inartic-
ulateness, quick judgment, easy dismissal of what is 
consequential. We are thus challenged by these 
events to get beyond our first, inadequate reac-
tions. With the help of Plato and Thucydides, 
Thomas and Machiavelli, Hobbes and Madison, 
Marx and Lincoln, let us all learn how to speak 
about such things.

What can one say? To begin with, let us 
remember why we are here. We’ve chosen this 
education, a liberal arts education and not a pre-
professional one, that we might learn not just how 
to do a job but how to live our lives. With recent 
events, this decision takes on stunning new colors. 
We need now to learn how to live in this new 
world. In short, we need to prepare ourselves to 
take on the challenge that has so rudely intruded 
in our lives. •
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THIS WHOLE DAMN THING IS WRONG ■ TIM SPARKMAN
n

® This whole damn thing is wrong. 1 thus find 
myself with the need to answer what is perhaps the 
most significant question with which I have ever 
been confronted: What do 1 think should be done? 
This puts me in a pickle. 1 assume that there is a 
way things should be, and 1 observe that this one is 
not it. There are, thus, two possibilities for action: 
1 conclude that this way is wrong, and 1 therefore 
take no part in any of it, or, 1 conclude that this 
way is wrong, and 1 participate in it for the purpose 
of striving to bring it into closer proximity with 
how it should be. The people who carried out the 
terrorist action were obviously of the latter 
thought (not that this is necessarily a slant against 
that way of thinking, for men may err in the man-
ner of their participation in anything). In the first 
choice there is the hope that by one’s example oth-
ers will learn of folly and correct their ways but, 
very honestly, how effective is this? Will those lis-
ten who need most of all to hear? Is it possible that 
an example could shine to all in its naked light? 
Ideally, yes, but the methods of idealism are what 
are under scrutiny here. In the second possibility 
there is the prospect of working within the estab-
lished arena of activity to effect the greatest possi-
ble change, this is to say, participating in or

endorsing war with compassion and with the end 
of extinguishing the possibility of future war, 
which obviously requires much more than mere 
bloodshed. Is this selling myself short? Bowing my 
divine head under the burden of worldly excre-
ment and admitting that 1 haven’t the strength to 
be truly innocent?

The fact is that we are going to war. This deci-
sion, therefore, has to be made, and soon. It 
requires, expects, necessitates honesty. And it is 
not wrong to wonder whether war is the right 
choice. Indeed, it may be wrong not to wonder. 
We must all consistently push at our ability to be 
honest, not contenting ourselves with the pacifier 
that the little honesty that we demonstrate daily is 
enough. And there has never been a time in my 
life of 24 years that more greatly demanded both 
the questioning of my decisions and thus my inten-
tions, which leads to greater honesty, and that 1 
come to a determination as to exactly what my 
decision concerning matters should be. Yet, 1 seem 
unable to find this determination concretely. The 
love that 1 know speaks of withdrawal from this 
madness, of endless and unyielding compassion 
that warrants not the ways of war. But there is 
another at work within me that speaks of the prac-
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° As I sit down to write this, George Bush has 
just finished his rhetoric-filled speech announcing 
to the American public an impending war of 
ambiguous scale, scope, and duration, a war with 
ambiguous objectives against an ambiguous 
enemy. He and his advisors know far more than we 
do about the possibilities, the various scenarios 
and theaters in which this war may be fought, 
against whom it may turn, and what the maximum 
wager is. In essence, he has asked America for a 
blank, signed check, and we applauded and opened 
up our collective purse.

Much may change before this issue comes 
back from the press, but that should not preclude 
the St. John’s community from examining the 
issues at the forefront of our attention these days, 
issues independent of daily developments. To that 
end. The Moon has chosen to print a number of 
editorials and commentaries about recent national 
and international events.

For my part, I have a mouthful to say about 
where we find ourselves as humans and citizens 
these days, but I have become embarassingly igno-
rant of current events during my stay on Johnny 
Mountain, and I no longer consider myself quali-
fied to comment on the larger economic and polit-
ical issues surrounding the current state of affairs. 
Three years ago, I had on hand an arsenal of facts 
that would explain why the American juggernaut 
of economic imperialism has earned the world’s 
animosity, to explain why, as horrible and unjusti-
fiable as this particular form of retribution was, it 
did not come from nowhere. Now I have only 
what would sound like unevidenced liberal rheto-
ric, and I will refrain from spouting it.

Finding myself without the facts necessary to 
form an educated opinion is inexcusable, and 
instantly brings home to me the citizen’s responsi-
bility to stay well-informed. I’m sure I’m not the 
only one here who scrambled to search the inter-
net, the radio, and the print media to find out 
what the hell is happening in the rest of the world 
these days. The point is that we should have 
known all along.

The first problem in trying to play news catch-
up is that everything we hear now about bin 
Laden, Afghanistan, or Muslim animosity toward 
the U.S. is already tainted by the historians’ per-
fect hindsight (see Leo Tolstoy’s War and Peace for 
details). The second problem, much more difficult 
to surmount, is that we do not hear the whole story 
from the American media, nor have we heard it for

a long time. The American government does not 
maintain its position as the world’s sole remaining 
superpower by adhering to strict rules of universal 
virtue and justice. They advance their own inter-
ests though means that are at many times unsavory 
and heavy-handed [see Zusha Elinson’s article on 
the School of the Americas {The Moon, Vol. 6, 
Issue 1) for recent examples in this hemisphere]. 
The American media tells us little of all this, 
though foreign news sources like the BBC keep the 
rest of the world abreast of our misdeeds on a daily 
basis. The reasons behind the mainstream media’s 
silence on issues that affect the rest of the world is 
a long-winded and complicated tale. Consult back 
issues of The Columbia Journalism Review, The 
Economist, or The Nation for a topic that we cannot 
delve into here.

Yet the necessity of hunting down the truth, 
as elusive as it can be at times, is clear when we 
hear the pre-war rhetoric filling our ears. 
Thucydides and Machiavelli teach that those in 
power have forever employed rhetoric to justify 
their actions, in fact, that the business of the state 
requires it. Yet the truth remains that we as citizens 
are only ignorant cheerleaders if we believe that 
the content of speeches reveals anything about the 
true motivations of our leaders. In order even to 
pretend that our leaders represent our collective 
will (as the founding rhetoric of this country 
claims they do) we must seek to learn as much as 
we can about the world in which we live. We must 
always weigh what we are told against what we 
know. When we know only what the rhetoricians 
tell us, when we remain ignorant by choice or by 
inaction, we explicitly waive our right to hold our 
leaders accountable for their actions. We thereby 
grant them license to represent only their own 
will—the will of power to maintain and advance 
itself—at the expense of ours.

But if we can trust neither the news nor our 
leaders, where are we to turn for the information 
necessary to form educated judgments about our 
world? This is an excellent question, and it actual-
ly deserves a better answer than the one I can give. 
All I can say is that we must force ourselves to 
examine news, opinion, and rhetoric with a fierce-
ly critical eye. We must compare, contrast, and 
question. Hopefully out unique education has 
taught us that nothing is as simple as it is made to 
seem.

Though our minds are naturally drawn these 
days to issues of the impending retribution, I think

CONTINUED ON P5
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that one of the essential lessons of this whole expe-
rience was best captured in some words my broth-
er wrote to me during the week after the destruc-
tion on the East coast. I’d like to share them 
because 1 find that they help to place my own con-
fused and slippery feelings into a broader context.

“We are no less secure now than we were 
before; it's just that now we know how our per-
ceived security was illusory (as is most security, on 
all levels). All over the world, there are people 
who live every day not knowing whether they will

INFORMATION THEORY 101 • PAUL OBRECHT|02
O

experience the boots kicking in the door, the bul-
let in the window or the back, the bomb of the sui-
cidal fanatic, the attack of the ethnic enemy, the 
random amputation from the drugged-up child sol-
dier, or being caught in the crossfire of warring 
powers. For the first time, we have been given a 
taste of what that kind of fear really feels like. I 
hope that we can receive this lesson in wisdom, 
that all of us Americans, high and lowly, will feel 
some empathy for those others who live in fear, 
some of it caused by us.” •
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ESSAY CONTEST 2002

The  Elie  Wiesel

Prize  in  Eth ics
SUGGESTED TOPICS

Why are we here? How aiv we to meet our ethical ohlioations?

Reflect on the most profound moral dilemma you 
have encountered and what it has taught you about ethics.

What ethical issue concerns you most and what 
concrete proposals would you make to deal with it?

1

ELIGIBILITY: FULL-TIME JUNIOR AND SENIOR UNDERGRADUATES 

DEADLINE: DECEMBER 1, 2001

In addition to completing a Srtident Entry Form, the student is required to 
have a professor re\iew the essay' and fill out a Faculty’ Sponsor Form. Any 
interested professor mav act as a Faculty Sponsor. The college or university 
is not required to have an official coordinator for the contest: however, 
your campus may have, or wish to establish, an internal set of procedures.

FIRST PRIZE: $5,000

SECOND PRIZE: $2,500 THIRD PRIZE: $1,500 

TWO HONORABLE MENTIONS: $500 EACH

Emrv form and detailed guidelines available online 
at w%«rw.^iewieselfoundation.or%, or by sending a 
self-addressed, stamped envelope to;

The Eiie Wiesel Prize in Ethics /

The Elie Wiesel Foundation for Humanity’
529 Fifth Avenue, Suite 1802 
New York, NY 10017 
TekphoTie: 212A9Q.7777

ticality of the situation, that speaks of the need for 
addressing this horrific wrong, and of the need for 
assurance that it will not happen again, tomorrow, 
for I’ll not pass this on to my children. Both voic-
es claim as their own the true means by which 
progress may be accomplished. And, leanings not 
considered, I still cannot decide.

On one side the unyielding defiance of both 
illusion and submersion into the dregs of worldli-
ness. On the other, the perfect mechanic, the one 
who recognizes limitation and struggles from with-
in for manipulation into the possible ideal. The 
former is the easier of the two, a plan involving 
one definite mode of action, without the need to 
make decisions as to what the next step should be. 
Just as easy, is the manner of the warpig, to rush 
into fury and battle with blazing cannon aind 
bloodlust, without an ounce of compassion or 
appreciation of what’s being done. The second of 
the original choices, however, is not easy. It 
requires one constantly to take stock of the situa-
tion, to decide amidst every which way of variable 
what exactly should be done. Here, it seems clear 
to me, the road between the ultra-idealist and the 
ignorantly hateful is the difficult and the true. It is 
combining love with your desire to survive, joy 
and compassion with freedom and security. It is 
god and the world, what it is to be human.

If I were called to war, I would go with vision 
blurred in tears. If I must kill another, my thoughts 
will accompany this other to everlasting peace, 
begging forgiveness and understanding along the 
way as it returns into ourself. This is the endless 
human drama; we just didn’t notice until it 
became interesting in our neighborhood. •
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BASIA MILLERIASSISTANT DEAN

° I’m hoping to be able to write for a num- 
ber of the new Moons, which have gotten off to 
a fine start. In the first issue, I outlined the 
essential procedures for holding parties—sub-
mitting permission forms a week in advance, set-
ting up an alcohol patrol, and the like. Here in 
my next chance for an audience, I want to let 
you know about some more general concerns of 
the Assistant Dean, which may help to correct a 
common misconception.

Some students have the impression that the 
Assistant Dean serves the college as its official 
disciplinarian by imposing fines, delivering rep-
rimands, and sending out distressing notices 
concerning your attendance. Indeed letters and 
reprimands come from here. Indeed, fines are 
imposed for violations of policy (published in 
the Student Handbook) and for actions that 
impair the sense of community. Reports of rule-
breaking are not common, however, and when-
ever possible, such reports are forwarded to the 
Student Review Board for handling, with 
appeals directed to my office. All the money 
from fines is contributed to the Community 
Scholarship Fund.

But the Assistant Dean’s Office has more 
variety and flexibility than simply its discipli-
nary function. For just about anyone with a sug-
gestion or a complaint, the Assistant Dean’s 
Office represents a first line of access to the 
administration. It requires no more from you 
than a note, a telephone message, or an appoint-
ment to talk. I’ve listed below three of the pos-
sible reasons you might have to contact my 
office.

1. The Assistant Dean’s Office is the place 
to go when you are thinking of changing class-

es, altering your class schedule, or changing 
your student status, for instance from full- to 
part-time. Such a conversation is most effective 
if you write out your situation in a letter to me 
and schedule an appointment to talk (call 
Penny Russell, in the Dean’s Office, at 6070).

2. On another front, there may come a 
time when you wish to ask the Assistant Dean 
to send a note to your tutors explaining a long 
absence and your intention to return to class 
as soon as practicable. The Student Handbook 
provides for relief from extended illnesses or 
extraordinary circumstances. (TTiough the actu-
al absences are not excused, the file will give the 
details of whatever problem it is and can be 
referred to in case the student exceeds the max-
imum.) I’d prefer your sending me a written 
message, but a telephone call will do if you are 
unable to come in—my office number is 984- 
6470.

3. Finally, and by way of inviting you to 
take a hand in making this the college you 
want it to be, the Assistant Dean encourages 
you to constitute a Student Instruction 
Committee. This is appropriate whenever a stu-
dent or a number of students would like formal-
ly to prepare an academic proposal for consider-
ation by the Instruction Committee—for 
instance, a proposal for student tutors, for a 
change on the seminar reading list, even for a 
change in the academic schedule. (For more 
detail, read the Charter of the SIC on page 110 
of the 2001—2002 Student Handbook.) While 
naturally no one can promise that every SIC 
proposal will be implemented, often enough 
these student-initiated suggestions are taken up 
and provide a benefit for everyone. •

ERRATA & CORRIGENPAIV0L.6 ISSUE 1

• David Levina is not the Student Dean, as our by-line indicated. He is the Dean of the College,

• the final ‘t‘ in Jen Hammitt's surname was accidentally omitted.
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° You could say that Weigle Hall is the Ivory 
Tower of our Ivory Tower. Physically removed from 
the rest of the campus, it seems that all too often 
the staff and administration who work in Weigle, 
especially upstairs in Weigle, are even further 
removed from campus life in general. 1 wasn’t too 
surprised, then, when a sophomore asked me “We 
have a Vice President?” in response to the news 
that we were losing him. Many seniors don’t know 
who Robert Click is, or even what he might look 
like. Well, it’s too late to spend much time getting 
to know him now, because our Vice President for 
Advancement, Robert Click, is leaving St. John’s 
for an opportunity to work with the Santa Fe 
Chamber Music Festival.

First, a bit of background about the Form of 
the Vice Presidency. In general, the Vice President 
for Advancement has two areas that report to him: 
the first is advancement, or fundraising. The sec-
ond is public outreach, including programs such as 
Summer Classics, Executive Seminars, and 
Alumni events such as Homecoming Weekend. 
These two areas are, obviously, interconnected, 
because without Public Relations and public out-
reach programs, how would potential donors ever 
hear about the College? The efforts of 
Advancement are coordinated amongst several 
offices, including Public Relations, Alumni and 
Parent Activities, and Philanthropia, and many 
staff members, all of whom work upstairs in 
Weigle. This explains why almost no one knows 
who these people are. Under the Vice President’s 
direction these people forge an image of St. John’s 
College in Santa Fe, and reach out to the people in 
the Santa Fe community in an attempt to foster 
good relations, which should, ideally lead to dona-
tions. When 1 sat down to talk to Mr. Click about 
his position, he made it clear that his endeavor is 
necessary in a small school like ours, especially 
with our need-blind admissions policy. “Even if,” 
he said, “every student here paid full tuition—no 
financial aid—there would still be a gap every year 
in the college’s budget.” The endeavor of the 
Advancement Office is to fill that gap.

Mr. Click has worked at the College for three 
years. When he arrived at the College, the most 
immediate project was the Student Activities 
Center, a plan that had been in the works on the 
Santa Fe campus for as long as the campus itself 
had been around. The fund raising had begun, but 
was not yet complete when Click arrived on the 
scene. “Here we were,” he reminisces, “we had

WE HAD A VICE PRESIDENT? ■ JESS GODDEN|02

raised a lot of money towards the building, we 
wanted to build the building, we had planned to 
build the building, we had contractors coming to 
build the building, but we didn’t have all the 
money to pay to build the building.” Click’s first 
task, obviously, was to get the money to build the 
building. The success of his first mission can be 
attested to by the almost-sparkling, almost-new 
Student Activities Center at the entrance to the 
campus. Click is also responsible for the new 
chairs in the Creat Hall.

Tutor salaries, financial aid and faculty devel-
opment monies were the next projects in line. 
Faculty development monies are funds that allow 
tutors to take sabbaticals, take time to audit other 
seminars, or have faculty study groups. As of 
January first of this year, the Santa Fe tutors’ 
salaries are now equal to those of their counter-
parts in Annapolis. “TTiere is more money for 
financial aid,” Click reports, “the Craduate 
Institute desperately needs financial aid, and we’re 
working on that.” The College is beginning a capi- 
tol campaign to raise funds this year. Plans are 
underway, and the campaign itself should not suf-
fer for the loss of our VP. “While 1 like to think I’d 
be an asset in that search for funds,” Click says, 
“I’m not so egotistical to believe that other people 
can’t do it.” If anything, the campaign will be hin-
dered by the recent drop in the national economy.

Click is as surprised as the rest of us that his 
tenure at St. John’s is coming to a close. “This Oob 
offer] came out of the blue,” he explains. “I was not 
looking, I did not feel I had done my best work yet 
for St. John’s College. I was very happy here and 
could have stayed here and would have liked to 
have stayed here.” Despite his love for the College, 
Click decided to take the offer because it is a once- 
in-a-lifetime opportunity. “It is a chance to be the 
C.E.O of an organization,” he says, “an organiza-
tion that, like St. John’s College, is—number 
one—of national stature, and that does work that’s 
dear to my heart. So to be in the position of mak-
ing executive decisions is very tempting. During 
the time I’ve been here there have been many 
other offers, and I’ve always said no. I’m not inter-
ested, I’m not looking. This one came and I could-
n’t say that.” Click will start at the Chamber 
Music Festival on November 1.

Mr. Click hopes that, although he is leaving 
suddenly, his relationship with the college will not 
end abruptly. “My support of St. John’s College 
doesn’t go when I go,” Click says, “I’m not reject-
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SPORTS REPORT ■ NATASHA VEBMAAK|03
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^ ° ...pass,
O square,
00 hb, over defenders’heads.
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gtm,
frenzy on grass,
the look of “too'late” in the goalie’s eyes as the ball 
whistles by, filling out the back of the net.

Our soccer field has seen some beautiful play-
ing during the last few weeks of our intramural sea-
son. However, the turn-out of players has been dis-
appointingly low. So far the Barbarians and the 
Knights have had the most support for their teams. 
These September and October afternoons in the 
sun and breeze are precious, so come enjoy them.

no matter what your familiarity with soccer.
The game schedule has been updated to allow 

for two games per week. That is, each team plays 
approximately once a week on either Tuesday or 
Friday. So far, because of the lack of regulation 
players there have been quite a few wins due to for-
feit. Despite the forfeits, the Knights remain the 
most successful team so far.

If you have any questions, check the Schedule 
and rosters hanging by Switchboard or contact 
your captain. The soccer season will continue into 
October. Also, the intramural t-shirts have 
arrived; they will be given to team participants. 
See your captain for details.

1 encourage you all to support your team. •

WHAT IS THE STUDENT REVIEW BOARD? ■ JOHN RANKINI02
CO
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° The Student Review Board exists in order 
to promote conversation between students and 
the administration, and to provide a format 
where student problems can be resolved among 
students. The SRB is a nine-person panel of 
your peers charged with the distinction of 
reviewing student discipline cases. This means 
that in most circumstances, when some kind of 
situation or incident falls into Assistant Dean 
Basia Miller’s lap, she can choose to forward the 
case on to the SRB.

The SRB then holds a hearing at which the 
issue is discussed, mulled over, and considered 
until a consensus is reached by the SRB mem-
bers regarding what action should be taken. The 
SRB does not consider cases in which felonies 
were committed, or cases in which possible pun-
ishment could include dismissal from the col-
lege. The SRB also may have one of its members

present when the administration meets to con-
sider disciplinary action against a student. If you 
end up in a situation where the Assistant Dean, 
Dean, or others are meeting to discuss a discipli-
nary issue you’re tangled up in, you can request 
a SRB member be present to help facilitate com-
munication and ensure you have a chance to 
fully air your case and express your views.

This year the members of the SRB are: John 
Rankin (SRB president), Trevor Perri, Nathan 
Kraus, Charlotte Latham, Dan Moring-Parris 
(seniors); Devin King, Katie de Mahy, Josh 
Paverud (juniors); Korey Goold (sophomore). 
Soon the SRB will be finalizing the revision of 
its new by-laws. The by-laws are the rules and 
procedures under which the SRB operates. 
Campus participation is encouraged; keep your 
eyes open for an upcoming meeting at which the 
new by-laws will be publicly discussed. •

WE HAD A VICE PRESIDENT? • JESS GODDEN|02
CONTINUED FROM P7

ing St. John’s College by going to the Chamber 
Music Festival. 1 think very, very highly of this 
place, and most of all, of my colleagues on the staff 
and the faculty, who always amaze me with their 
thoughtfulness...and when you see that coming 
out in the students...! was very proud of the way 
the students responded last week. It gave me faith 
in the future to think that there are people here 
who are talking, and who believe in conversation, 
and who believe that yeah, we can talk this out, we 
can talk about issues. That’s what we do here, and 
we do it very well.”

The search for a new Vice President, unlike 
that of the President which dragged out last year, 
shouldn’t take too long, since the Vice President’s 
position is filled without the same process. “We’re 
not all that important,” Click jokes. Although the 
search process hasn’t officially begun. Click says 
that there have been conversations already 
between John Balkcom and the Vice President in 
Annapolis, Jeff Bishop, about finding a replace-
ment. Connections in Santa Fe will be the most- 
sought asset in the replacement. •
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NEW TUTOR INTERVIEWS: EWEN HARRISON, FISH PORNOGRAPHER ■ JESS GODDENI02

() Why are you here? You can take that however 
you want.

EH: Yeah, yeah. I guess I’m here because I love 
teaching and I love the idea of being able 
to explore different topics than what my 
professional specialty has been, which is 
biology. Not that I don’t like biology, but I 
find that when I’m surrounded only by 
biologists I feel somewhat limited, so it 
seemed like a good opportunity to come to 
St. John’s, to get a broader perspective.

() What's your favorite program book or program 
character?

EH: I don’t have a lot of experience yet with 
the entirety of the St. John’s program. I 
think so far my favorite character, at least 
of things I’ve been reading recently, is the 
god Hephaestus from the Iliad, who builds 
Achilles’ shield, which was my favorite 
part of that book—showing that life is not 
all just about a bunch of men, a bunch of 
childish men, fighting each other.

() Who's your least favorite?
EH: (without hesitation) Least favorite— 

Achilles, (chuckles) But it kind of comes 
from just the limited view I’ve had.

() You wrote your dissertation on Mexican Mollies. 
Any fun facts about them?

EH: Mexican Mollies are very cool fish. And 
well, one of the things that’s very cool 
about them is that they’re very much like 
humans in that males and 
females are very different, and 
it’s very interesting to think 
about whether or not the rea- 
sons for their different sexes 
behaviorally and morphologi-
cally are the same reasons 
humans are different morpho-
logically and behaviorally, or 
if that’s true.. .What was the 
question again? Interesting, 
fiin facts? Male mollies spend 
about 70% of their time trying to mate. 
That’s pretty much all they do. Sex is 
everything. They’re feeding in those 
moments when they can get away from 
trying to mate. So that’s pretty bizarre. I

used to call myself a fish pomographer, 
since what I did for my Ph.D. work was 
watch fish having sex, and take video of 
them having sex, think about why they’re 
having sex, and with whom.

{) Interesting. That gives a whole new spin to this 
interview.

EH: Ewen Harrison, fish pomographer.

() Do you have any sage fashion advice for St. 
John's College students?

EH: (even more appalled than Ms. Greer was) 
Fashion advice! (laughs a bit) Wear comfort-
able shoes.

{) How smart are you?
EH: 27.

() What's your favorite movie?
EH: Brazil and Zachariah.

() I haven't heard of Zachariah.
EH: Yeah, most people haven’t. It’s a retelling 

of the story of “Siddartha” by Herman 
Hesse set in the American West with sev-
enties rock & roll music. Most people 
would probably hate it, but if you see it 
with the knowledge that it’s really the 
story of Siddartha, it’s 
a really hysterical movie. And it has this 
really great rock & roll, seventies rock & 
roll. I mean, some of it is really trtishy, but 
if you have the right attitude it’s a great

movie. One of the famous lines in 
Siddartha is that people say, well, 
Siddartha, what can you do? He’s 
learned how to think, he’s learned 
how to be patient, and he’s 
learned how to fast, to deny his 
body and overcome the desires of 
his body...In Zachariah, the char-
acter of Zachariah is a gun-
slinger—^you know, what does this 
have to do with Buddha—some-
one asks him, Zachariah, what can 

you do? And he says, I can think, I can wait, 
and I’m fast on the draw! It has a very young 
Don Johnson in it, which is a little bit 
strange. And the acting is pretty poor, but 
the story is fun. •
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INFECTION-BORNE ■ NATHAN KRAUSI02
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I have never been alright.
1 have ever’woken soak-pussed, 
blind, furious, 
ecstatic in the rage 
which has me shred 
my skin.

Though Itchskin cries “Drought!”, 
I till it back and the furrows 
fill. Slough and lymph around 
me roll. The surface of the 
pock-marked moon 
set all aglow.

Alien lad. Festive in my stripped 
attire. RED is my rose tone 
red in its newnew, arose in the 
pink-scarred years which stretch 
forwardforward ever toward the 
future.

I tire in waiting.
I seethe to be healed, someday 
in the furor. I tear so that 
I will make free, the clean 
which is acid flesh 
which is absolved.

Thirsty for the mantle,
I shedmyskin.
1 never shower, 
and no soil guilts me.
Dirt does not stick, 
the dust is homebred.

I am pealing; 
wizen-faced, chuckling.
“Lord aloud!”
thunders in the narrow trenches.
The reverb echoes Me 
and Me into myself.

I flash daggers, incise.
Run myself down, quick 
bear this to memory.
For though I weep 
and am innocent, 
this killing makes me impure.

I was not bom by rite
and I know nothing of my generation:
merely persistent,
mindful of chapped failing.

TORIN EASTBURNI05

I’m home
supine on a sandstone taiga
where sagebrush and Siberian tigers roam,
alone below adobe-bounded blue
and mud bricks which circumnavigate truth.

Much beauty in the mode of smoke, ember-soaked
mountaintops far aloft, breathing
into the peach-violet sky, clouds twisting lithe
at the breeze's shifty beckon,
a sight nightly with which to be reckoned.

A toe too deep in the panorama’s quiescent pond 
and apoplexy arrives, don’t dwell too long, 
better to chain your world with a window 
than lay lame, the cosmos’ blackened widow, 
or so she said.

Dizzy drunk with treinslucent air 
and the merciless, voiceless glare,
my neck cranes with blue jays and through the blue haze 
the sun traces parabolic rays to infinity, 
blueprinting eight steps to perfection.
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PAVEMENT • MARK STRATILI02
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Each day it was hot.
The summertime sun beat down on 

my back like boiling acid rain.
Fumes from tar buckets mingled with acrid 

vapors rising off the asphalt,
Weaving an intoxicating stench 
In the stagnant air.

My skin was cracked and red,
Except where it was bright white with blisters.
Or dark blue and bruised.

The older men droned on in their own fog.
Not noticing the swirling clouds of toxic gas 
Rising from the black 
New-laid street.
Their leathery hides took no notice
When the flecks of burning tar would spatter and sizzle
On their now brown skin.
Each on his face wore deep creases.
Folds of skin entrenched by the sun and long since filled in 
With the thick oily resin that hung all about in the still air.

With broad smiles that revealed every nicotine 
stain and missing tooth 

They would talk about beer, the lottery.
And catcall the pretty women who walked by.
Pretending to ignore them.
Like pack animals whipped by an unseen master 
They’d trudge tons of asphalt from this pile to that 
And from that pile to another one.
Only really complaining to make conversation.

Late in the day
As the setting sun fled the sky to rest its scorched shoulders 
So too fled we to the sweet embraces of our hospital beds 
The next day I’d arrive 
Tired and worn 
A little bit older 
And a little bit colder.

_________________ EUSEBIUS BALLANTINEI04

who holds the throne of past times gone
and requites the troubles of mother and son
who follows the wheel which ever turns
and trusts its heart to those who learn
who thrusts to the deep a loving father
and knows with that loss will come another
who drove a befuddled craftsman to the brink
and then to lean over and lap up drink
who offers crescent shapes to the dusk
and offers its hand in giving lust
who makes its home on mountain tops agreat
and in hardship sends to your bed a mate
who can find shade in the open desert sun
and cross rivers that weren’t meant for any other one
who can you hear
when times are dear
amd follow a tear
through the atmosphere
and walk on the ground
without a sound
and judge what time
is ripe to climb
who knows when to heed advice 
or when her heart is made of ice 
or when a crown shall cause a fall 
or when the urge to flee is all

DAMMAD ■ DAN BOYERI04

im dammad 
because my girl 
eloststole my broken 
heart
amd my god(damn)dog 
ran off with the 
shattered pieces 
now I must esuffer and reffuse 
both of their loves, 
o love, evol love!
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LATE-NIGHT GROCERY STORES • ANNA PERLEBERG|02
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Jude and Laurel, just starting to roll, are stand-
ing by the lotto machine in the Albertson’s near 
close one night. “It’s not true, though,” Jude is say-
ing. “Despite our use of the present tense, there’s 
not the discontinuous point in the continuous 
magnitude where—when we are here. Inherent 
imprecision of language. You say it and it’s gone, it 
slips away.”

“Are you talking Derrida?” Laurel says wearily. 
She is analyzing the odd significance in her life of 
late-night grocery stores; she and her sister and 
their friends used to roam them buying essential 
slumber-party supplies—^food and nail polish and 
Cosmopolitan. Her sister would buy a whole cake 
and eat it. Once, they stole a cardboard model of 
the Eiffel Tower from a cheese display. Such won-
derful times. Also, that’s how she got together with 
Jude—scavenging late-night grocery stores looking 
for peppermint-scented shampoo, which she sud-
denly needed for some reason. It took four stores to 
find it. At the second store they bought a fifth of 
Bombay Sapphire; at a fifth, after finishing the 
bottle and groping for a while in the parking lot.

they bought condoms, and that was two months 
ago, and now here they are, rolling together, near 
close at Albertson’s. She sighs. “Don’t you love 
late-night grocery stores? They’re so cinematic. 
Stage lights and half-stacked pallets and character 
actors picking up cigarettes.”

“No, it’s not Derrida, 1 don’t think,” answers 
Jude, his eyes crinkling upwards in doubt. “It might 
be Hegel. Or Aristotle, even. How are you doing?” 

“I’m glad 1 changed clothes.” Laurel dips her 
cheek to one shoulder, and the angora sets off a 
cascade of endorphins. “Mmm. Feel.”

Jude puts a hand on her rib cage and strokes 
her sweater. “Nice.”

“We’re the two kids rolling by the lotto 
machine,” says Laurel. “In the movie. In the gro-
cery store.”

“Unh-uh. Away with your prepositions. 
Discontinuous point in the continuous magnitude. 
Space as the form that our external content is 
forced to take.”

“That’s Kant,” Laurel cries, and socks him in 
the arm.

STOP LOOKING AT ME SWAN! ■ DEVIN KING|03
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° Bjork starts her new album Vespertine with 
the words, “Through the warmthest [sic] cord of 
care / your love was sent to me / I’m not sure what 
to do with it / or where to put it.” Placed on top of 
simple rhythmic structures created from elastic 
tones, these words create the cause of Vespertine 
music built from love. Bjork stops hunting on this 
album, stops piercing her prey with the sharp 
orchestration and frustrated beauty 
that marked 1997’s Homogenic.

The verse of the first song,
“Hidden Place,” ends in simply calling 
[us] up / and simply suggesting [wom-
ens chorus swelling, drums, bass, concrete cacoph-
ony and release into the chorus] / we go to that 
hidden place. Bjork’s melodies have never been 
exact; she often opts for melodic improvisation 
through the words rather than a perfection of 
meter. But the addition of a women’s chorus on the 
first half of the album dissipates any frustration 
with her verse, grounding her meandering 
melodies in something similar to her own voice. 
The chorus also adds a more human element to the 
album, their warmth combatting Bjork’s tendency

in production to distance her voice from the 
music.

Layers are the key here, a method which 
allows the listener to witness the building of a 
song. The addition of secondary and tertiary 
instrumentation lets us hear the different aspects 
of the primary tones, and the music creates an air 
of natural introspection. These changes in tone let 

the songs breathe in ways different 
from the apparent chord changes of 
music based upon primary instrumenta-
tion. Problems can arise from this: We 
get the sense that we are being mtinip- 

ulated into only hearing the beauty of the primary 
tones through the artist’s new accents. And one 
layer can often throw off the entire direction of a 
song, blunting the proper evolution of the original 
chords. Naturally, this never happens here.

In “Aurora,” we begin with the simple crunch-
ing of snow (the boys from Matmos, authors of a 
certain album which samples sounds from plastic 
surgery operating rooms, help with some of the 
tracks), and then add sparse xylophones delicately 
following Bjork’s voice. Senior Jack Roche may

CONTINUED ON P16

Bjork—Verpertine

Elektra
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OH, RWANDA! NOTES ON MIGRATIONS—PHOTOGRAPH'^ BY SEBASTIAO SALGADO ■ JESS GODDENI02

° I heard the woman next to me moan to her- 
self, “Oh, Rwanda,” and looked over to catch her 
putting her hand to her head, her wrist jangling 
with silver bracelets. Her clothes were fashionably 
discreet, the kind of clothes you know were twice 
as expensive as they looked. She took a step back 
from the photograph with and let her hand come 
down again. When she looked over at me, she 
seemed surprised to see me there.

Most of the people at the exhibit of Sebastio 
Salgado’s photographs seemed to be absorbed in 
the pictures on the wall, all with intent or sad 
looks on their faces. 1 ran into Mr. Pesic there, and 
we exchanged greetings, but it seemed out of place 
to say anything more. Migrations is an exhibit of 
Salgado’s photographs of migrants and refugees, 
taken over the last ten years all over the world. 
There are pictures of illegal immigrants from 
Guatemala into Mexico, and Mexico into the 
United States; pictures of refugees from 
Mozambique preparing to return to their homes, 
burning the shacks they lived in exile as a symbol 
of their determination 
never to return. There 
are pictures of children 
bom in detention cen-
ters in Asia, they all 
look between four and 
ten years old. There are 
pictures of refugees living in great valleys, pictures 
of the hundreds and thousands of people getting 
food in these camps. The photographs themselves 
are beautiful pictures. The lighting is exquisite. 
Salgado captures people in intimate moments of 
suffering, of living, and makes these moments 
beautiful and more poignant than ever.

In one of the rooms of the exhibition, a group 
of people. Art People, I suppose, were standing in 
a little klatch, 1 guess you could call it, chatting 
about the artist. They were discussing their portfo-
lios. 1 overheard one of them say he could just kick 
himself for not having bought the artist’s first 
book. It was printed in this new way. 1 wanted to 
scream at them, “This is not about art, you ass-

holes! This is humanity, this is suffering, this is the 
world and it’s beautiful and well-printed and well- 
shot, but it’s someone’s life gone, or someone’s life 
lived, living, dying, and you are standing around 
wishing your goddamned art collection was com-
plete?!?” We left the Museum of Fine Arts, and I 
was clutching my stomach, as I had been since I’d 
seen the photograph of the bulldozer, its bucket 
filled with corpses that couldn’t be buried properly 
because there were too many dead and not enough 
time in the refugee camps in Rwanda. I watched a 
red Cadillac turn a comer on the plaza. 1 watched 
tourists in expensive jeans check their maps and 
cross the street. 1 turned the comer to get to our 
car, and saw a woman leaving Talbot’s. 1 had an 
urge to destroy some part of this culture of deca-
dence that I am inextricably in.

In light of recent events, this exhibit seems all 
the more meaningful to me. It made me realize 
that the fact is that we live in practically the only 
place in the world where this sort of thing is not a 
daily occurrence. We think we have a “right” to

our lifestyle, and we are willing to kill, kill, kill for 
it. I tell you what, my friends, the American way of 
life is not a right; it’s a privilege and a responsibil-
ity. If you want to bomb the hell out of whoever is 
responsible in any tangential way for the recent 
terrorist acts, go see this exhibit. And if you want 
to gut the fuckers who gave the orders to the fuck-
ers that made those planes crash, go see this exhib-
it. If you have never visited a third-world country, 
go see this exhibit. If you grew up in the suburbs, 
go see this exhibit. If you are worried about what is 
going to happen to the stock market now, go see 
this exhibit. If you are an American, like it or not, 
go see this exhibit. •

Migrations is showing in three locations:

• Museum of Fine Arts, 107 W. Palace Ave., through Dec. 1
• Marion Center, College of Santa Fe, 1600 St. Michael's Dr., through Dec. 1 
■ Santa Fe Children's Museum, 1050 Old Pecos Trail, through Oct. 28
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TURNING BOX CUTTERS INTO PLOW-SHARES: PART I—THE CHALLENGE ■ JAMES M. CROTTY

° The U.S. military-industrial complex suf-
fered a major blow September 11, when a nation 
addicted to virtual melodrama got a taste of the 
real thing. From yet another “grassy knoll” in 
American history, at Southgate Road and 
Columbia Pike, near the white slabs of Arlington 
Cemetery, 1 survey the huge gash that cut a swath 
right through the five rings of the Pentagon and 
right through our nation’s sense of self. Rather 
than the bellicose bravura we’re hearing from cer-
tain political leaders and pundits, the new hole in 
the American fabric is much more subtle, leaving 
those truly touched speechless and baffled, not 
rabid and riled. Though our leaders take a stance 
of confidence and surety, the truth is, we don’t 
fully know how to respond. For once, the nation 
with all the answers, truly, deeply, does not have a 
ready rejoinder. Because, as of yet, there is no 
clear-cut answer, or we would have deployed that 
answer after the 1993 World Trade Center bomb-
ing, after the 1996 attack that killed 19 US ser-
vicemen in Dhahran, after the destruction of U.S. 
embassies in Tanzania and Kenya that left 235 
dead and 5,500 injured, and after the 2000 bomb-
ing of the U.S.S. Cole in Yemen harbor that killed 
17 U.S. sailors.

On this sunny beautiful Sunday afternoon, 1 
stand on this high embankment, with hundreds of 
other Americans, of many colors and nations, and 
meditate on the meaning of that large dark gash in 
our mightiest symbol of strength and honor. The 
children are smiling and playing, as they should on 
such a beautiful day. The parents and other single 
adults are more thoughtful, reflective, even 
solemn. Except for the squeal of the occasional 
child lost in oblivious abandon, there are no loud 
voices or shouts. There’s some chit-chat, some 
hugs, some muffled analysis by amateur military 
buffs explaining the difference between the A-ring 
and E-ring, and who does what where inside that 
formerly formidable fortress of America. But most-
ly there is just a pleasant hum of human quietude.

As 1 stand high on this grassy knoll, 1 imagine 
the American Airlines jetliner crashing into the 
Pentagon on an equally beautiful and sunny 
Tuesday morning. There are no planes flying over-
head today. Greater Washington CX2 has been 
bombed back to an era before Orville Wright and 
air travel, and before Sunday afternoon televised 
sports. There are no sports broadcasts today either.

And 1, an avid sports fan, am grateful. Because it 
gives me precious mental space to brood.

The greater carnage of this disaster happened 
in New York City, an almost separate republic to 
most Americans. DC and its surrounding suburbs 
is more like the rest of America. And the folks on 
this hill are more like the rest of America—con-
ventionally dressed, conventionally behaved, with 
conventional comments, and conventional replies 
to tragedy (flags, ribbons, flowers, notes). They 
seem blithely unaware, in a way that many New 
Yorkers certainly are not, that something uncon-
ventional has occurred in America, and that con-
ventional assumptions about defense and retalia-
tion no longer apply. I’m afraid that our rather 
conventional President, in spite of his rhetoric 
about the “asymmetries” of terror, will not fully 
grasp the complexity of this new reality. Like a 
heart patient attempting to fight his disease 
through a triple bypass without a change in diet or 
lifestyle, conventional approaches to the disease of 
terror will not fully solve the problem. Just as 
insecticides do not deal with the increasing threats 
to our soil. Just as drilling for oil in Alaska does not 
solve the asymmetries of our energy crisis. All 
these examples are of a piece—the new metaphor 
for defense needs to be holistic, not allopathic. As 
with the environment, the economy, and our 
health, a radical shift in mind and method will be 
necessary to completely win not only the battle, 
but the war against terrorism..

A war that starts by shifting away from the 
overt rhetoric of war, where there is unequivocal 
right and wrong, where a ready answer is more 
important than a right one, where acting tough is 
more important than admitting ignorance, power-
lessness, and despair. Like the “war on cancer,” 
which is being won as much through changes in 
lifestyle, thinking, and diet, as through high-pow-
ered medicines, and like the “war on drugs,” which 
will be won through education and treatment, not 
military invasions, prisons, or aid to foreign dicta-
torships, “the war on terrorism” will in large part 
be won through similarly novel, long-term and 
preventative approaches.

The “arrogance” the world seems to find so 
unappealing in America might be due to our ham- 
fisted approach to such knotty problems. We must 
open ourselves up to subtler solutions. But for now, 
until those solutions appear, let’s give each other

CONTIMUSD ON PI7
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° I was bom a citizen of the United States of 
America and cannot even imagine being other-
wise. I’ve often thought of what it means to be an 
American and have gradually come to realize that 
as an American I have the freedom to think, 
believe, and act sis I choose, insofar as my actions 
do not hurt other Americans.

As an American I’m shocked, disturbed, and 
deeply depressed by the recent attacks on the 
World Trade Center and the Pentagon. I cried 
with thousands, possibly millions, of other 
Americans on Tuesday, September 11th when I 
heard the news, and I wondered how any person or 
group of people could take thousands of innocent 
lives. I cannot even imagine death on such a large 
scale: six thousand people in my country were 
alive before Tuesday who are no more. It’s a 
tragedy: there’s no question about that.

Since Tuesday I’ve heard and read many dif-
ferent reactions to the event. People are angry, 
shocked, numb, depressed, and, above all, con-
fused. We all want to know: “So what comes 
next?” But before deciding that question, we need 
first to examine: “Why did this happen?” The 
Americans who died Tuesday did not deserve to 
die—no innocent person does. So why would some 
group be so angry at America that they’d think an 
attack of this scale was justified? And this is pre-
cisely the question the American government 
doesn’t want us to ask. They want us to be out-
raged, which we are, but they don’t want us to start 
asking difficult questions about our policies in the 
Middle East. That would deter swift action against 
the perpetrator. TT>e great thing about America is 
that if half the nation is against bombing innocent 
people congress has at least to think of some fancy 
rhetoric to make it happen.

I’ve done some research on Osama bin Laden 
since Tuesday, and 1 weis  surprised to learn that this 
man declared a “holy war” on America in 1997. 
Why have I not heard of someone who said of his 
policies with America, “If liberating my land is 
called terrorism, this is a great honor for me”? And 
what exactly was he “liberating” his land from? In 
an interview with T/ie Nation’s reporter Robert 
Fiske, bin Laden said that he would drive America 
out of the Middle East because of its “behavior 
against Muslims.” He explains, “When sixty Jews

are killed inside Palestine, all the world gathers to 
criticize the action, while the deaths of 600,000 
Iraqi children [because of US sanctions] did not 
receive the same reaction. Killing those Iraqi 
school children is a crusade against Islam.
Resistance against America will spread in many, 
many places in Muslim countries. Our trusted 
leaders, our ulema [religious authorities], have 
given us a fatwa that we must drive out the 
Americans.” I don’t doubt that this is a somewhat 
shallow treatment of our policies in the Middle 
East, but bin Laden and many other Muslims clear-
ly hate America. It would behoove us to find out 
why before we kill thousands more innocent peo-
ple, thereby increasing that hatred.

As we examine our policies in the Middle East 
we should also examine our policies elsewhere.
These people probably aren’t the only ones who 
hate America. Our great nation supplies weapons 
to poor countries fighting civil wars so that it can 
get cheap diamonds, and it murdered the first dem-
ocratically elected Prime Minister, Patrice 
Lumumba, of the Congo and placed a military des-
pot, Mobutu, in his place. I don’t blame the 
American people for these acts: we didn’t know.
But perhaps if we made it our place to know our 
government’s foreign policy we might be able to 
effect some change. And then perhaps we would-
n’t be so widely hated around the world.

We should ask ourselves some very important 
questions about history before we decide it’s okay 
to bomb many thousands of innocent people in 
Afghanistan. Osama bin Laden should be found 
and tried in an International Criminal Court. But 
under no circumstances should we kill thousands 
of innocent people who have the misfortune of 
sharing a country with bin Laden.

I’ve heard this tragedy compared to Pearl 
Harbor. The Japanese killed around 2,700 
Americans in that act, but we retaliated by killing 
more than 270,000 Japanese, including babies who 
weren’t even bom yet. No matter how much we 
grieve for our fellow Americans, our friends, and 
our family members who were lost in this tragedy, 
we cannot react by taking more innocent lives.
Such an action would neither bring the dead back, 
nor protect freedom in the world. •

_______________ DEFENDING LIBERTY ■ PAM WATTS|05
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IN THE WAKE OF BEAR INVASION '01 ■ EMILY GRAVESI04
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° On Thursday, September 6, at about 1:45 in 
the afternoon, I was walking across the lowers 
courtyard to the gate that faces the library when 
what looked like a light-brown, chubby, medium 
sized dog walked in. “Aww, cute puppy,” 1 thought, 
and was about to say as much when 1 realized that 
it was no puppy, it was a bear cub. Thanks to all 
the voice messages from Vivian and the fliers up 
around campus, my immediate thought process 
was “Bear cub = protective momma bear,” and 1 
looked around for her, but didn’t see another bear, 
or another human anywhere in the courtyard. 
“Ok,” 1 thought, “I’m going to get eaten by the 
mom because 1 can’t see her and she’s going to sur-
prise me, and 1 don’t even have any witnesses.” So 
1 turned to the dorm I was closest to and stage- 
whispered, “HELLO??” After a couple of hellos 
and no response, during which time the bear 
looked me up and down and then trotted over to 
the trash can outside of Calliope, 1 said, “THERE’S 
A BEAR OUT HERE!” A couple people finally 
came out, and meanwhile the bear went all the 
way around the perimeter of the courtyard, sniffing 
all the trash cans and even disappearing into 
Euterpe’s open door for a few seconds. More people 
kept coming outside to see him though, and he left 
running through the gate by the Student Health 
Office. 1 saw him go into the arroyo area between 
lowers and the gym, but about that time every 
security and B&.G vehicle on campus came flying 
down the road, so the bear ran off pretty quickly. 
Some folks from Fish and Game came, and appar-
ently chased him back across the campus toward 
Monte Sol, and attempted to shoot him with a 
tranquilizer gun, but missed, and the bear got away. 
To my knowledge, he has not been seen since.

There was a rumor that a mother bear had 
been captured near campus and relocated the pre-
vious day. The man who would have been able to 
verify this was out of town, so instead 1 spoke to

STOP LOOKING AT ME SWAN! • DEVIN KINGI03
CONTINUED FROM PI2

have described it best when he said it would be 
well placed in any Santa Fe trinket shop. But the 
ascension of Bjork’s voice into the chorus, along 
with the simple bass notes that follow, thrusts the 
primary notes out of footsteps and into leaps. In 
these moments, when Bjork allows the full 
strength of her voice shine through, we find her 
hidden places: snow that is warm, slushy, and plen-
ty refreshing.

That said. I’d let Bjork manipulate me deep

Cary Mower from the New Mexico Fish and Game 
Department. He did not know about this specific 
incident, but had a great deal of information 
regarding their general policy. First of all, it is con-
sidered a last resort to tranquilize and relocate a 
bear. However, any private individual (or college) 
encountering a bear on its property is permitted by 
law to do what they deem necessary to preserve 
their safety. As we saw on the fliers around cam-
pus, St. John’s policy is to call Fish and Game. If it 
is an aggressive bear, they tranquilize it and then 
put a tag with an ID number and “Do not con-
sume” in the bear’s right ear. (If the bear is killed, 
legally or illegally, the tranquilizer would still be in 
its blood.) Then the game wardens put the bear in 
a trailer and relocate it to somewhere both rela-
tively far away and with a low population. 
However, due to bears’ natural affinity for their 
home areas, occasionally a bear will “beat the war-
den home.” If this happens, they put a similar tag 
in the bear’s left ear, and repeat the relocation 
process. If the bear returns again, it is considered a 
serious threat to public safety, and it is euthanized.

1 asked Mr. Mower about the possibility of this 
bear cub surviving without its mother, and he said 
that like all animals, the highest mortality rate of 
bears is in their first year of life. However, on a 
more optimistic note, he also said that if the cub 
could store enough fat and find a den in which to 
hibernate this winter, next spring would be when 
he would normally become independent from his 
mother anyway, and if he can make it until then, 
his possibilities of survival are greatly improved. 
Regarding why there are so many bears around 
campus and town this year, he said that there are 
many factors, and that one of the most influential 
is simply a high bear population. Another signifi-
cant factor concerns a shortage of food in the 
woods, possibly cause by a late frost this past 
spring. •

into the Icelandic wasteland. Even the more mun-
dane beginnings on Vespertine end in some of the 
most beautiful ecstasy since Spinderella started 
rapping next to her tablemates. Bjork doesn't build 
with bricks, and the layers do not make concrete 
jungles of forced noise. She builds space out of the 
noise, and we exist between the notes and the joy, 
hugged rather than sat upon. On a scale of Dorks 
(1) to Storks (10), 1 give Bjork’s new album a Fork 
and a Gork (8.6). •
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TURNING BOX CUTTERS INTO PLOW-SHARES: PART I—THE CHALLENGE • JAMES M. CROTTY
CONTINLIEO FROM PH

the opportunity to NOT have the answer. To 
NOT be ready with the glib, cliche reply. To NOT 
buy into the hyperventilating journalistic cry for 
answers, news, and analysis. Let’s admit we don’t 
know exactly what to do, what exactly will work, 
what will punish the terrorist without simultane-
ously fanning the flames of the next generation of 
terrorism, and thus bringing unthinkable calami-
ties upon our soil. Like our heart patient’s narrow 
approach to heart disease, if we simply do a triple 
bypass on the disease of terrorism, we will have 
ignored its causes. Like poisoning a pest, a new 
strain will simply grow back even more resistant. 
We need to think deeper, broader and more long-
term. And for that sort of thinking to appear, we 
need the time and the space to not know.

Let us take the time to not know. Certainly 
let’s do everything we can to protect our security at 
home. But, in terms of our response abroad, let’s

take a time-out, and rather than emote our way 
through this crisis, let’s use a little calmness and 
intuition. Let’s step back. If we can pull back long 
enough and deep enough, 1 am certain the clear 
solution will appear. The world will not fear us any 
less, respect us any less, if we pause before we pun-
ish.... •

This is an excerpt from Part 1 of “Turning Box 
Cutters into Plowshares.” For the remainder of Part I 
and the entirety of “Part II: The Solution” go to 
WWW. monk .com.

James M. Crotty, currently at the Annapolis 
campus, is the cofounder and editor of Monk; The 
Mobile Magazine, the travel/culture website, 
Monk.com, and the web development firm. Monk E- 
Biz (www.monk.com/web/). He also writes a month-
ly media column and co-writes a biweekly film column, 
“Jim and Matt,” for the Santa Fe Reporter. He can 
be reached at Jim@Monk.com.

VOLUNTEERING FOR THE SANTA FE SYMPHONY • ERIN HANDLONI03

° You have been in Santa Fe for over a month 
now. While you’ve walked around the Plaza and 
eaten at Horseman’s Haven, you still aren’t quite 
sure what your high school French teacher meant 
when she said, “1 love Santa Fe. There is so much 
culture there!” Finally there is an opportunity to 
find out. The Santa Fe Symphony Orchestra and 
Chorus are looking for volunteers in various non-
musical capacities. This will be my third year of 
volunteering with the symphony, and 1 love it. In 
exchange for some light labor 1 have been able to 
listen to many wonderful concerts and have seen 
another side of Santa Fe. If you enjoy music or 
would just like to help, contact Diane Stengle, 
Operations Manager for the Santa Fe Symphony 
and Chorus, at 983-3530 and tell her which of the 
positions below interests you.

Usher: Ushers are coordinated through 
the Lensic Theatre. If you would 
like to usher, please contact the 
Lensic’s House Manager, Jacqueline 
Quintana, at 988-7050.

Symphony Store: The Symphony Store 
will be set up in the lobby of the 
Lensic, and we need volunteers to 
sell posters, T-shirts, and other logo 
items on concert days, as well as to 
track inventory and develop a cata-
log.

Staging: We need people to help set up 
the stage for our concerts—setting 
up and removing platforming, music 
stands, chairs, and other equipment.

Office: Help is needed with administra-
tive work. Whether it is occasional-
ly stuffing envelopes, answering 
phones, or helping with data entry, 
your assistance would be a big help!

Special Projects: Love to write? Have 
great computer or graphic design 
skills? You could help us coordinate 
a newsletter, keep our computers 
happy, or help with other special 
projects. •
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THE PURSUIT OF TRUTH AND BEAUTY: A SUBJECTIVE VIEW OF S&C

® Here at St. John’s, we pride ourselves on 
facing the Big Issues, the ones that shape our 
lives. We explore the human experience of war 
in the Iliad, wrestle with space and time in 
Aristotle, Kant and Einstein, and try to under-
stand the nature of God in the Judeo-Christian 
readings of sophomore year. Yet one vital human 
issue is never dealt with: sex. Oh, sure, the sen-
iors read some Freud in the spring, and the Wife 
of Bath has some bawdy opinions, but the for-
mer is bunk and the latter is comedy. Sex qua 
sex, sex in-itself and for-itself, in all its serious-
ness and mysteriousness, pleasure and pain, is 
sorely neglected by the Program.

This is why S&C (or the “Welcome and 
Welcome Back” dance, its administration-sanc-
tioned misnomer) is the single best party thrown 
at St. John’s. In the congenial, black-lit atmos-
phere of S&C, Johnnies must confront their 
own view of sex, observe the viewpoints of oth-
ers on the subject, and begin trying to resolve 
the huge questions raised by the issue. These 
questions differ for each one of us. For some, 
they are as simple as Who, What, When, 
Where, and How; many face the more troubling 
question of Why. All the positive and negative 
emotions that sex raises can be found in micro-
cosm on the dance floor: ecstasy, betrayal, play-
fulness, jealousy, honesty, duplicity. What com-
pletes the seminar analogy is the fact that S&C 
is an insulated environment, in which one can 
try out different viewpoints without having to 
follow through with any of them. It’s the erotic 
equivalent of “I may be totally wrong about this, 
but what I think he’s saying is...”

Thus ends the necessary tirade on the 
nature of S&C in general (disagree? See

■ ANNA “THAT GIRL IN THE FISHNET" PERLEBERG|01

“Authorial Disclaimer” below). To address this 
year’s event in particular, I’m afraid I shall have 
to sound like a Victorian society-page colum-
nist—minus the names in bold type, of course.

September eighth’s edition of S&C, enti-
tled “Shocking & Controversial” (OK, I named 
it. And I did the posters), managed to provide 
several innovations on the same old story, 
among them a sturdy pole and dancing plat-
forms (much less dangerous than those rickety 
cafeteria tables). The music, ably deejayed by 
the illustrious Christian Blood, was a steady 
stream of eighties and early nineties booty- 
shakin’ anthems, and led one tutor to agree with 
Aristotle in the next Monday’s music class that 
“maybe there is a certain mode for sleazy music.” 
And oh, the costumes! At an event all too often 
marked by scantily clad women and guys in 
black T-shirts, a surprising amount of men dis-
played their sartorial creativity. There was a 
satyr in goat pants, a guy in Audrey Hepburn 
drag and combat boots, and of course the 
Chippendale’s dancer in the gold thong—a 
stunning fashion achievement. The freshmen, 
confined as they are to the less exciting bright 
side, did their best—there were angels as usual, 
a glowing Aztec mask and a homemade 
Achaean helmet. And everywhere were beauti-
ful dancing girls who would have made Socrates 
abandon the Republic for the city of sows (by 
which I don’t mean they’re fat. It’s a metaphor).

This wais my last S&C, and my best. I’d like 
to thank everyone I can’t mention by name for 
legal reasons—those who plarmed, those who 
danced, those who cleaned up afterwards. 
Farewell. •

AUTHORIAL DISCLAIMER:This article marks the third time I have spoken in the pages of the Moon on sex-related topics, the first being that infa-mous sonnet and the second my letter to the editor regarding the junior skit (my Catholic grandmother would be so proud). I also played Lysistrata. Thus I already have no credibility in the eyes of those who hate S&C. I have no real response to this. I don'tthinkthe people who didn't attend S&C are prudes or losers; I hopethey don’tthinkof me as morally depraved. But the traditional S&C controversy has never held any interest for me, and, considering what has happened to us all in the weeks since, it seems completely immaterial this year. Let's just leave it at that, shall we?
08)



HORSEMAN'S HAVEN: THE WORLD'S LEADING SUPPLIER OF BIOLOGICAL WEAPONS • BLAKE HII\IDLEY|04

° SANTA FE, NM—As the world poises itself 
on the brink of terror, it is reassuring to know that 
one proud New Mexico institution is doing its part 
to keep warfare up to date. No, not Los Alamos. 
Santa Fe’s very own Horseman’s Haven.

The U.S. government, rebel terrorist groups, 
and various Johnnies have taken notice of 
Horseman’s biological warfare kitchen, specializing 
in a deadly virus known as Level 2. Symptoms 
brought about by this poison include burning in the 
mouth, lips, and eventually the inner organs of the 
body, which Level 2 proceeds to destroy using its

potent combination of chili and hot pepper extract.
However horror-inspiring this sauce, which can 

be secretly applied to any common foods, may be, 
those factions with more experience with the virus 
have opted to use the even more toxic, noxious 
Level 3 germ. Rumors have been circling concern-
ing the possible existence of uber-sauces Levels 4 
and even 5. With the Horseman’s Haven labs 
secretly located in an abandoned gas station on 
Cerrillos, it could be a long time before the CIA suc-
ceeds in shutting down these nefarious producers of 
organic killers. •
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• next moon meeting—monday, October 5 

■ deadline for materials for the next issue—monday, October 15
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CALL
for all talents to join

the force in reinnovating and producing The Moon. Opening positions: Reporters, Humor Columnists, Cartoonists, Writers/Poets, Therapists, Gourmet Chefs, Masseuses,I Photographers, Visionaries, Astrologers, 
Etiquette Columists, Newspaper [ Boy/Girl... whatever your talents may be, [do come and share with us. At the very ^ 

^least, please write in your constructive ^ 
criticisms at:. moontag@stumail.s]csf.e

How to Submit
The deadline for material for the next issue is Monday, October 15,2001. Please submit articles 

or literary work via our email (moontag@stumail.sjcsf.edu) or on a 3.5" floppy disk. Please 

format your file as text format [.txt] along with a typed, double spaced hard copy including the 

author's name, class, and phone number. Hard copies without disks are acceptable in certain 

circumanstances. Artwork (illustrations and photography) need to be submitted in black and 

white as hard copies or scan images saved on disk as [.tif] or [.eps]. The Moon reserves the 

right to edit and to reject any submission.
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Editors Eddie Kovsky—News Paul ObrechtS Tim Sparkman— Literature
Kf :mr> aul ObrechtLegal Advisoc Grant Franks

Printer Alphagraphics (Santa Fe) 
Typefaces Universe (55,55 condensed.67 condensed) Goudy
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aff Writers ®!less GoddefF“Emily Graves Blake Hindley Devin ^ MachM g ^nna Perleberg Natasha Vermaak Luke Washburn

Designer Annette Prapasi
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Software MacroMedia Freehand Photoshop QuarkXPress
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